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The best way to watch Girlfriends 4 Ever is with the Girlfriends 4 Ever Collection! Get every chapter in the series in a single package! Do you want all four affect3D animations? You can get all friends 4 EVER + both bloodlust movies with the 2018 Collection affect3D! Updates every other day, until release. Him! Trailer above that Ã ¢ As the hell did
get his Sayako Cocka Freebie Competition winner isÃ ¢ |. Vuga! The eye and cross that TaraÃ ¢ s SayingÃ ¢ Freebie winner of the competition isÃ ¢ |. Booos! A girl meets a fucking girl and sparks. A wild but intimate race of two girls connecting in ways putting a new enthusiastic turning point for their friendship. Affect3dÃ ¢ s First Adventure in 3DX
Animation Sparks A whole new erotic world thatÃ ¢ Ll Open incredible eyes New sexual possibilities at maximum quality Affitt3D has delivered so far.If G4e is running slow on your Mac contact [email, protected] Now the download link to resolve this Issue. Note the Mac update will still be posted here when ready.This is! My last post here on the
page NEVER Girlfriends 4, which felt like a bit of a home for the last few months. A bit of affect3d story to become that it will be remembered with contrasting emotions now, but with affection once the dust has settled. I wona t going too much in detail, there are a number of things to announce, but the most thing IMPORTANT OF IA LL Being The
G4E DLC free (for G4e owners), more on that Below.do you really want to know all abbreviated story? What really went down to the release date? Then go ahead, but a proud warning, ita s starts quite happy, but it becomes very, very painful to read towards the end.so all this operation, all this event was to introduce the first animation project
affect3dÃ ¢ s . Yes, it was always a bit agitated around the edges, but it was also my first, and as a girl popping his cherry, Ia d is damned if they wouldn't have at least tried to do is a Special moment is the basic premise was signs of interest and awake questions with the teaser, about a month later on display the trailer immediately followed by the
release. Quite easy. IA D maintained this small animation project under the casings for a long period of time so that it announces for the first time it was a great time. Even a little fear considering the fact that I had no idea what the reception would be. Fortunately it was more positive, not huge but in the right direction. Fast Forward to the trailer, a
month had become two, during which I completed the outer scene that leads to the vote. IA D spent too much time in that scene. Production to become a bit chaotic. The actual animation for the end was only about 50 seconds long, but what I wanted was at least two, so I had the idea of adding angles of recovery, something Ia D tested for the kiss
scene. To make it short coordinate the pieces and correction renders took a lot, much longer than I had foreseen and for the moment it was done, I had a little past the material that actually wanted to show. During all this time I had the trailer sitting behind the scenes, like I AI D completed before it still releasing the teaser. So I took in time just
before you guys forced me to show scenes of sex, Haha, because I knew the trailer contained a lot of them.I remember the night of the trailer release clearly. He was ready to go all I had to do was Flick the switch. IA D broken a couple of jokes that lead to it and literally hit a page update to the second | That was a huge mistake ¢ | All causes I got it
was a server error. Each had pressed update to the same which caused the server crash. AlpenSepp and I tried to get frantically on the back of the server up, first long enough for me, to post the upgrade and again to get stable. It took a while, but in the end we managed. I was practically overwhelmed with the response to the trailer I have to say, just
one of those moments of life-time. WEA D also started that impressive last race and I think I just spent a little 'too much I impatiently read the voices of how much it is allowed Ã ° â "¢, so far so good, but here I made a critical mistake. I have this rule where you do not ad pay the dates before that object is complete, since he had put me in trouble in
the past. About a week after the trailer I knew I could absolutely unoubtedly release the final title in a week. I knew that there was absolutely no way in which I could ruin this, so simple even a donkey could make it. So I broke my domain and announced ... and how you could have guessed a little in the ass seriously. Half week later I knew I was in
trouble, but he continued to convince myself that all I had to do was fall and lose some sleep. That was the second mistake that the result was that when the release date came finally and, although we did all the general preparations we were under coordinated, my big guilt. One years of work a fantastic accumulation, my pride is a joy on the line and
then this. Itulat isuutuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuckuuck! After planting my head in every wall near proximity, it was time to face the consequences. (To be continued ... I add the conclusion to this epic saga later, lolÃ ¢ â,¬ | just taking too much time to write and want to get the post today) is ready and ready. And you
can tell me everything. I can take it good or bad. Until you keep the relationship between around 9: 1 Ã Ã¿ ~ â,¬ Ã ¢ â,¬ | just kidding. Go hard or go home! Being my first animation project I knew there would have been a lot of feedback. The free G4e DLC gives you the possibility of saying direct in how the G4e story ends, what needs to be improved
and how you want the final animation sequence to come down the 2nd rumor sperm shot! There are even more things that will be added to the free DLC, but because you haven't just brought you up to the thread Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "free g4e dlcÃ ¢ â,¬ â" ¢ thread to learn what were included and how to contribute . Free DLC (for G4E owners) is currently
under development and incorporate some of your feedback. Watch the thread to learn more! If you see the 3DX potential and you want to be part of the next great 3D affection ratio. I am now looking for extremely talented individuals who can help form something unique, something that challenges the norm in porn and creates something that grabs
people's attention and captures their imagination ... or blowing their load blowing. .. depending on whom you arrive first Ã¿ ~ â,¬ The paid project work, decent plywood. Flexible work. Your kids enjoyed this little event. I had a lot of fun! We still do some time! Big Thanks again to all the tireless, enterprising and fun to work with affected staff and
helpers: Supro, Fred5150, AlpenSepp, Fan3D, Uthstar01, Tiaz.Big Thanks also to all those who visited, participated in events, has Won a copy of G4e and hopefully it was very funny. You are to those who have realized everything that is worth Ã ° Ã¿ ~ â,¬ in other news, the correction of the Mac has proved to be compartment of the expected.
Working on it, it will publish it as soon as you will be ready.Sorry again on download problems. State a wild 18 hours. On the one hand we were really amazed at how great the response from the other we thought we had the problem of bandwidth, but the download of the ALS Download on the end of the BMT meant that the personnel concerned had
again the Â €
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